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AFC EAST

BUFFALO BILLS
2006 Record: 7-9
Coach: Dick Jauron
J.P. Losman and Marshawn Lynch
have everyone excited. Losman
appears to be developing into a top-
tier quarterback, but he’ll need some
help on the receiving squad. Lee
Evans is putting up serious numbers;
expect him to have a breakout
season.

While Donte Whitner is showing
up those who scoffed at his being the
ninth overall pick last year, one has
to worry about the lack of any other
playmaker on defense. Also of
interest will be free agent guard
Derrick Dockery.
Projected Record: 7-9

MIAMI DOLPHINS
2006 Record: 6-10
Coach: Cam Cameron
Since Marino retired, the Dolphins
have been in a never-ending state of
flux. Ronnie Brown might not start,
Ted Ginn, Jr. has huge durability
questions, and let’s not even talk
about the wasted second round pick
given up for the rights to Culpepper.

However, one can’t overlook the
ridiculous game-changing ability of
Jason Taylor, and Joey Porter should
be able to bring some fire to the field.
Projected Record: 5-11

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
2006 Record: 12-4
Coach: Bill Belichick
Belichick will be a huge factor in
keeping egos in check, but you’ve got
to wonder if newly acquired Randy
Moss and Donté Stallworth will

remain as upbeat down the stretch of
the season. Adalius Thomas should
thrive. Don’t be surprised to see No.
96 line up anywhere from end to
linebacker to defensive back. He’s
really that good.
Projected Record: 13-3

NEW YORK JETS
2006 Record: 10-6
Coach: Eric Mangini
Getting Darrelle Revis signed was a
huge step forward, as he’ll compete
for the No. 1 spot at corner. Jonathan

Vilma flies around the field and will
make numerous plays, and Dewayne
Robertson should plug a gap or two,
but the rest of the defense is going to
have to play cohesively and
consistently.

Offensively, the Jets have
potential but serious injury concerns
for almost all of their marquee
players. At least D’Brickashaw
Ferguson should continue his
development into a franchise left
tackle, and don’t be surprised if
Kellen Clemens ends up as starter
QB before the end of the season.
Projected Record: 8-8

AFC NORTH

BALTIMORE RAVENS
2006 Record: 13-3
Coach: Brian Billick
Any team with Steve McNair has to
be considered a contender, and
newly acquired Willis McGahee
should pick up where Jamal Lewis
left off three seasons ago. This team
has all of the elements needed to go
far into the playoffs, with a solid O-
Line anchored by Jonathan Ogden
and an aggressive secondary.
Projected Record: 10-6

CINCINNATI BENGALS
2006 Record: 8-8
Coach: Marvin Lewis
Cincy boasts the best set of skills

players in the league 
with Carson Palmer, Rudi
Johnson, T.J. Houshmand-
zadeh and “Ocho-Cinco.”
But when Justin Smith is
the highest rated player on
your defense, you know
you’re in trouble. Marvin
Lewis is a good defensive
mind, but they’re still a few
years and a few drafts away
from becoming a solid
defensive unit.

Projected Record: 8-8

CLEVELAND BROWNS
2006 Record: 4-12
Coach: Romeo Crennel
Cleveland had an outstanding draft,
getting a franchise quarterback and
tackle in the first round. Brady
Quinn looks like he could prove his
doubters wrong, and Joe Thomas
could continue a streak of rookie
tackles outperforming veterans.

Kellen Winslow is shaping up to
be what everyone thought he would

be. Still, the Browns have a long way
to go as far as team chemistry is
concerned.
Projected Record: 6-10

PITTSBURGH STEELERS
2006 Record: 8-8
Coach: Mike Tomlin
All eyes will be on Big Ben and his
newly spread out offense as they
enter their first season under Tomlin
– an intense presence that demands
maximum effort at all times.
Hopefully his intensity will be able to
make up for lost linebacker Joey
Porter. Pay attention to the
development of Willie Parker and
Santonio Holmes.
Projected Record: 8-8

AFC SOUTH

HOUSTON TEXANS
2006 Record: 6-10
Coach: Gary Kubiak
Newly acquired Matt Schaub is
embracing the role of leader for a
team that has arguably never had
one. Andre Johnson is one of the
league’s best receivers; hopefully he
and Schaub will put up big numbers.

On the other side of the ball, it’s
scary to think that DeMeco Ryans
will continue to get better as the
years progress. If he can bulk up,
watch for him to become a dominant
middle linebacker.
Projected Record: 8-8

INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
2006 Record: 12-4
Coach: Tony Dungy
Peyton Manning will continue
putting up illogical numbers, as he,
Marvin Harrison, Reggie Wayne and
Joseph Addai continue towards
becoming one of the most prolific
offenses in history. But, as always,
their defense will be their downfall.

What was an already suspect
secondary now looks to be absolutely
porous. Anthony McFarland being
out for the season only makes things
worse.
Projected Record: 10-6

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS
2006 Record: 8-8
Coach: Jack Del Rio
The Jags seem to get younger as the
seasons progress, and that trend
should continue as all signs point to
this being the last year of the Byron
Leftwich era.

If the Jags are going to do
anything, they need to stop drafting
bust receivers in the first round.
Reggie Williams and Matt Jones have
done virtually nothing to help their
team.
Projected Record: 8-8

TENNESSEE TITANS
2006 Record: 8-8
Coach: Jeff Fisher
With Vick gone, Vince Young now
stands as the most athletically 
gifted quarterback in the NFL.
Unfortunately, Titans brass has given
him no weapons to work with.

On defense, a similar
comparison can be made in that with
Pacman gone, only one playmaker
remains in Keith Bulluck. Hopefully,
Michael Griffin can develop into one
as well.
Projected Record: 7-9

AFC WEST

DENVER BRONCOS
2006 Record: 9-7
Coach: Mike Shanahan
The Broncos are one of those teams
that are in the playoffs year in and
year out, but never seem to make it
that far. Jay Cutler can help turn
those tides if he can develop his
potential.

Defensively, the Broncos have the
best starting secondary. Champ
Bailey will forever be the archetype
of the shutdown corner. Dré Bly was
an over-rated No. 1, but stands as a
fantastic No. 2, and nothing needs to
be said about John Lynch’s greatness.
The D will no doubt miss Al Wilson,
but D.J. Williams is a great linebacker
and should be able to make the
switch from outside.
Projected Record: 11-5

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
2006 Record: 9-7
Coach: Herman Edwards
Getting Larry Johnson locked up was
a huge step in the right direction.

The real question is: Can they get
their QB situation taken care of?
Damon Huard’s a temporary
solution at best, as he can and will get
injured at some point during the
season, and Brodie Croyle has not
impressed in preseason.

Add in never-ending defensive
woes, and the fact that Jared Allen
will miss the first four games, and it
could end up being a long season.
Projected Record: 5-11

OAKLAND RAIDERS
2006 Record: 2-14
Coach: Lane Kiffin
Don’t be surprised to see Daunte
Culpepper win a few games for this
team. He’s a talented guy, and he’s
got some targets with Jerry Porter
starting again alongside new receiver
Mike Williams.

Nnamdi Asomugha is
continuing his development as one
of the league’s biggest surprises. As
far as first overall pick JaMarcus
Russell, it’s all up to Al Davis and
how he plays his hand, and that’s a
scary thought. Eventually he will
sign, though.
Projected Record: 6-10

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
2006 Record: 14-2
Head Coach: Norv Turner
San Diego has the most talented
roster in the NFL. Philip Rivers,
Marcus McNeill and Shawne
Merriman are three young men who
could very well retire as Chargers,
which means this will be the team to
beat for a very long time.

Of course you can’t think about
the team without thinking about
LaDainian Tomlinson, easily the
most exciting and spectacular
running back to enter the league in at
least a decade. The Chargers will
continue to gel and grow as a team,
and could end up becoming the next
great franchise once the Pats start to
decline.
Projected Record: 13-3

NFC EAST

DALLAS COWBOYS
2006 Record: 9-7
Head Coach: Wade Phillips
The Cowboys have become
legitimate contenders for the
NFC crown. Their defense is as
solid as ever, and Roy Williams
looks like a man on a mission,
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showing up to camp looking
slimmer and stronger than before.

The one thing that will
determine the Cowboys’ fate is the
trio of Tony Romo, Terry Glenn and
Terrell Owens. Romo could be a
great quarterback, but he could be a
bust as well. Glenn has showed
flashes of brilliance in the past, but is
oft-injured and a bit recalcitrant,
and T.O. is, well, T.O. While posting
big numbers, he dropped a number
of passes and will need to break
himself of that in order to go to the
big one.
Projected Record: 9-7

NEW YORK GIANTS
2006 Record: 8-8
Coach: Tom Coughlin
The Giants are a team in disarray,
comprised of a “fiery” coach that
seems to despise his players, a
number of brash, outspoken
personalities (Jeremy Shockey,
Plaxico Burress) and a future Hall of
Fame end that is threatening
retirement (Michael Strahan). Who
is expected to rein all of them in but
a soft-spoken, albeit talented, young
scamp named Eli Manning.

Regardless of their talent, this
squad will never be contenders
unless they dump Manning, which
would be a shame given all they gave
to San Diego for him, or bring in a
coach who can earn the respect of
his players enough for them to listen
to him.
Projected Record: 5-11

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
2006 Record: 10-6
Coach: Andy Reid
If there are two things we’ve learned
about Philly, it’s that a) Their
defense will always be sick, and b)
Whether or not they go to the 
Super Bowl depends on Donovan
McNabb. McNabb is easily in the top
five quarterbacks when healthy, and
he’s got a brand new speedster for a
target in Kevin Curtis.

Offensively, Brian Westbrook
will continue to take advantage of
the fact that most defenses overlook
his ability, while on defense, the
Eagles have the best free safety in the
league in Brian Dawkins.
Projected Record: 11-5

WASHINGTON REDSKINS
2006 Record: 5-11
Coach: Joe Gibbs
There’s no reason the Skins should
have been 5-11 last year. Clinton
Portis, Sean Taylor, Santana Moss,
Chris Cooley and Cornelius Griffin
are all studs at their positions. They
have a solid group of corners in
Shawn Springs, Carlos Rogers and
Fred Smoot, and an above average
offensive line anchored by Chris
Samuels.
Projected Record: 9-7

NFC NORTH

CHICAGO BEARS
2006 Record: 13-3
Coach: Lovie Smith
The defending NFC champions will
try to continue cruising, led by Brian
Urlacher. Their defense looks to be as
strong as ever, and getting Lance

Briggs was a huge step towards
maintaining their strength.

But, as is the case with many
defense-oriented teams, they’ll
ultimately have to rely on an
unproven quarterback to not turn
the ball over too much. Many people
feel Rex Grossman has proven
enough, and while he did show
flashes of brilliance last year, too
many games were won in spite of
him, rather than because of him.
Projected Record: 10-6

DETROIT LIONS
2006 Record: 3-13
Coach: Rod Marinelli
The Lions have been a joke for so
long that people have them written
off before the season even starts, and
deservedly so. But they have a decent
roster, at least offensively, and are
taking steps in the right direction on
defense, starting with the hiring of
Marinelli last year.

His famous “Tampa 2” defense
has some time before it can come
together, but Cory Redding and
Shaun Rogers should help. On
offense, look for Calvin Johnson to
become the next prolific wide
receiver.
Projected Record: 7-9

GREEN BAY PACKERS
2006 Record: 8-8
Coach: Mike McCarthy
The Green Bay Packers will once
again be led by eternal iron-man
Brett Favre, and while he’ll always
have that unmatched passion and
leadership ability, many have said his
skills are fast on the decline. Part of
that reason could be that Donald
Driver tends to be injured just as
much as not, and the Pack lost Javon
Walker during the first game of ’05,
so it’s not like he has many options to
throw to.

Defensively, Nick Barnett and
A.J. Hawk should have things locked

up, and Al Harris and Charles
Woodson are a formidable duo at
cornerback.
Projected Record: 5-11

MINNESOTA VIKINGS
2006 Record: 7-9
Coach: Brad Childress
I worry about a team who’s three
most important positions on offense
are comprised of starters Tarvaris
Jackson at QB, Chester Taylor at RB
and Bobby Wade at WR. Throw in
the fact that only two names on the
defensive roster should elicit more
than a blasé reaction by opposing
offenses (Darren Sharper and Kevin
Williams), and you’ve got yourself
one ugly position to be in. At least
Vikings fans have Adrian Peterson to
look forward to.
Projected Record: 4-12

NFC SOUTH

ATLANTA FALCONS
2006 Record: 7-9
Coach: Bobby Petrino
It’s rough being a franchise that
makes every decision over the course
of six seasons center around one guy,
only to see that person face a
potentially lifetime absence. The
only thing worse would be relying on
Joey Harrington to replace him.

Michael Jenkins has been a huge
disappointment at receiver, yet he
remains No. 1 on the depth chart.
Thankfully, the Falcons still can rely
on Warrick Dunn to produce, but for
how much longer? 

Jamaal Anderson should become
a premier defensive end in time, and
DeAngelo Hall is one of the best
corners in the game, but after
refusing a contract extension, his
time in Atlanta could be up soon.
Projected Record: 3-13

CAROLINA PANTHERS
2006 Record: 8-8
Coach: John Fox
Everyone had the Panthers locked to
win the NFC last year, and they
answered by posting the same record
as the Titans. One look at their
roster, however, and it’s plain to see
that they’re truly stacked on defense,
as nearly every starter is of Pro Bowl
caliber.

The Panthers were plagued by
injuries last year, not to mention
surprisingly mediocre play by Jake
Delhomme, but now he’s got
competition in the form of David
Carr. There’s no reason the Panthers
shouldn’t make the playoffs this year,
and don’t be surprised to see them
playing in the Super Bowl, even if
they are a year late to the party.
Projected Record: 11-5

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS
2006 Record: 13-3
Coach: Sean Payton

The thought that this year’s offense
will be improved from last year’s
makes you scratch your head and
wonder how many more yards they
could possibly get. Sean Payton
deserves all the accolades he’s
received, as does Drew Brees, but if
the Saints want to come close to
matching their record of last year,
they’re going to need to bolster their
defense.

The secondary has looked
atrocious in preseason, allowing far
too many easy completions, but as
long as this team can take the
Indianapolis mentality of scoring 35-
plus points a game, they should win
their share.
Projected Record: 10-6

TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
2006 Record: 4-12
Coach: Jon Gruden
Gone are the glory days of Tampa
being a yearly contender, with the
franchise in full rebuilding mode.
This season’s draft acquisition, DE
Gaines Adams, was definitely a step
in the right direction, but lingering
questions at QB and WR are too
prevalent to look past.

Jeff Garcia should provide some
relief for a year or two, but what if he
gets injured? Chris Simms doesn’t
appear as if he’ll ever be ready to be a
starter, and Michael Clayton and
Cadillac Williams, despite single
seasons of brilliance, look as if they
were simply flashes in the
metaphorical pan. Equally damaging
is the loss of Simeon Rice.
Projected Record: 4-12

NFC WEST

ARIZONA CARDINALS
2006 Record: 5-11
Coach: Ken Whisenhunt
The Cardinals are another team that
should be much better than their
record dictates. They have the best
wide receiver tandem in Anquan
Boldin and Larry Fitzgerald, and
Matt Leinart had a very good rookie
season and shows much promise.

The primary root of their
problem has been a sloppy defense
and an even sloppier offensive line.
The introduction of former
Pittsburgh offensive coordinator
Whisenhunt and his offensive line
coach Russ Grimm should address
that problem and provide Edgerrin
James much needed running room.

Their defense still leaves a
lot to be desired, but Adrian
Wilson should provide a few
hits for the highlight reels.
Projected Record: 8-8

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS
2006 Record: 7-9
Coach: Mike Nolan
Nolan deserves consideration
as coach of the 2007 season

already, simply for his efforts to
revamp his team’s roster. What two
seasons ago was the worst team in
football has since added Alex
Smith, Vernon Davis, Frank Gore,
Larry Allen, Manny Lawson, Patrick
Willis and Nate Clements.

Certainly, the Niners could use
a true No. 1 wideout, but prepare
for a huge emergence of Davis this
year at TE, the continued success of
Gore and a 3-4 defense that will
have a number of speedy
linebackers flying all over the place.
Projected Record: 10-6

SEATTLE SEAHAWKS
2006 Record: 9-7
Coach: Mike Holmgren
Seattle is a spectacularly mediocre
team. Shaun Alexander looks like
his career could be coming to a
close as nagging injuries start to
build.

Lofa Tatupu is truly a one-of-a-
kind talent, but nearly everyone else
around him seems to be a
disappointment. Players such as
Marcus Trufant and Julian Peterson
have failed to live up to their
potential.

Matt Hasselback is a good, solid
quarterback, and he and Deion
Branch should put up some fine
numbers together, but D.J. Hackett
is a question mark at best, and aside
from Walter Jones, no one else on
the O-line is of great talent.
Projected Record: 8-8

ST. LOUIS RAMS
2006 Record: 8-8
Coach: Scott Linehan
The Rams made good by paying
Marc Bulger. He’s one of two
quarterbacks in the NFC who can
actually be called a franchise player.

Torry Holt and Isaac Bruce may
be getting older, but can still stretch
out a defense, and Steven Jackson is
amid the top of a talented crop of
young running backs in the league.
One worries about the defense,
though.

Drafting Adam Carriker was a
good step forward, and Will
Witherspoon flies round the field,
but Tye Hill and Fakhir Brown are
largely unproven at cornerback, so
don’t be surprised if the Rams have
one of the worst-ranked passing
defenses this year.
Projected Record: 8-8  
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